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and ive been trying, not as hard as i was before but it isnt easy. when i played the gamecube version it was easy
to put in time. the gamecube version required very little movement, it was mostly button clicking. super mario

sunshine is so easy to screw up and that is one of the most intimidating things to me. i want to get the twitch out
of my hands. i want to become comfortable with the controls again so that i can play like i used to. and so im

trying, and im trying really hard. im driving the car so its easier for me to read the map and know where im going.
im using a lot of shells as well. once im good i will keep trying super smash bros. for wii u and see how that goes.

smash 4 is a blast so i might give that a go as well. thelluuuuu. good news everyone. the first trailer for video
game i have been working on since peyote-chan came out is almost done! if you cant tell from the little teaser

video im working on, my new game is called blackhole (not yet titled though). im super excited to start showing
more of it because im sure theres a lot more content you would like to see. i still need to get a microphone for

voice acting and a professional, quality voice track and even some music so thats not happening any time soon.
im still planning on releasing blackhole on february 1st and hopefully by then blackhole will be as good as i make

it! in the mean time im hoping to finish this placeholder trailer the next few days to show you more of what
blackhole is like. we also released a little teaser video just to show you what kind of game ill be making. im super

excited to get this into your hands.
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coming from clover studio, capcom's starry development team behind the likes of okami and god
hand with members who would go on to form platinumgames, this sequel continues movie-obsessed

joe's story as he becomes a superhero and teams up with his girlfriend, sexy silvia, to defend
humanity from an alien invasion. very similar to the first game, it oozes style and energy from every

pore, although it lacks a co-op multiplayer mode you might expect from a sequel. still a belter,
though. this third sequel to super mario sunshine is the first game of its kind. its genre is an action-
adventure game with beat-em-ups. in this game mario puts out the fire and the swindle and dares

you to do the same. even mario's mushroom kingdom has evolved since this installment. the thrill of
a lifetime has come to life; a new radient gem, stunning graphics and the ever so famous chiptunes.
the chiptunes are mario's songs that make him look really cool, and now we can explore a whole new

world full of treasure and an even more complex system in the mushroom kingdom. you play as
mario, who in this game we are told has been called back into action to deal with bowser's new plans
and his second castle, mario's adventure brings him back to the isle of delfino to face bowser once
again. this isle is different from your old one, where you live with your girlfriend. now you live on a

new island of your own with the mushroom people. yoshi, mario's new friend and enemy, lives here,
too. as you interact with the people of the mushroom kingdom, you can earn new mario power suits,
special items, and help bowser build a new castle. after the castle koopa is done, you, your friends
and family, and the mushroom kingdom must face the ultimate challenge; bowser once again who
has a plan to end the mushroom kingdom for good this time. yoshi has returned and the mushroom
kingdom is in trouble once again. on a new adventure, mario must go to the isle of delfino and take

on bowser once again. 5ec8ef588b
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